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IBSC AFRICA REGIONAL CONFERENCE 2017
Headmaster’s Welcome
St Andrew’s College is delighted to be hosting
the 2017 gathering of the IBSC. I anticipate a
conference that is intellectually stimulating,
inspiring, rich with opportunity for colleagues
to share anecdotes, experiences and best
practice, all served with a healthy dollop of
Grahamstown hospitality.

The end of school is where your future starts.
And your future is all about the decisions you
make at that point. So here’s a smart decision:
Varsity College.
Our progressive approach to learning and
teaching has put our pass and distinction rates
among the highest in South Africa, with our
dropout rates among the lowest. Our campus
life is awesome and our student support is
second to none. So get in touch now.

Waterfall

Sandton

Pretoria

Cape Town

Durban North

Westville

Pietermaritzburg

Port Elizabeth

T: (010) 224 4300
E: wfl@varsitycollege.co.za
T: (031) 573 2038
E: dbn@varsitycollege.co.za

T: (011) 784 6939
E: sdtn@varsitycollege.co.za
T: (031) 266 8400
E: dbw@varsitycollege.co.za

T: (012) 348 2551
E: pta@varsitycollege.co.za
T: (033) 386 2376
E: pmb@varsitycollege.co.za

Our theme, Past Imperfect, Future Indefinite –
Schoolboys and leadership provides a really
rich environment to explore notions of values
based leadership within a complex (and
increasingly complex) world. We have some
exciting local and international speakers lined
up to explore these and other issues.

T: (021) 685 5021
E: ct@varsitycollege.co.za

I look forward to meeting you in person in Grahamstown!

T: (041) 363 4223
E: pe@varsitycollege.co.za

www.varsitycollege.co.za

Accredited by the
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Thursday 09 March:

Friday 10 March:

15h30 – 18h00

07h30 – 08h00
The St Andrew’s College Chapel will be open for
			a service should you wish to attend with our
			
Chaplain, Father David Stansbury

Registration at the Clock Tower

18h15 – 19h15
Drill Hall:
Gary Kirsten
					Leadership Principles

07h30 – 08h30
In between his coaching obligations, Gary
Kirsten engages with a variety of groups
in varying forums, giving insights into his
leadership philosophies and how these helped
Team India and Cricket South Africa reach
their respective goals. His achievements
and humility set him apart as a speaker. His
attention to detail and structured approach
makes him an effective communicator.
His articulate and eloquent manner combined
with an unmistakable presence endears him
to all. Known for his straightforward approach,
Gary has the knack of simplifying often
complicated issues. His passion for excellence
and accountability is infectious. It seems that
we’ve forgotten that school is a place where
you learn. It’s a place of preparation, not
performance. Once you have learnt skills and gained confidence based on
real competence, you are better prepared for the stress of performance and
competition.
As a proud father and sporting icon, Gary also enjoys speaking to parents and
educators about their approach to our children’s sport-life, and how it affects the
children’s entire lives. Gary shares remarkable parts of his own story, and helps
us to rethink and sharpen our involvement in school sports.

19h30		
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Welcome Cocktail Party at The Highlander
Hosted by Mr Alan Thompson, Headmaster

Tea at the Clock Tower

08h30 – 09h30
Drill Hall:
Dr Tony Humphreys
					Smart Start 					Teachers Leading the Way
Dr. Tony Humphreys is a Consultant Clinical
Psychologist, Author and National and
International Speaker. He began his career as
a Clinical Psychologist in State Psychiatric and
Psychological Services in England and Ireland
and since 1990 has been working in private
practice in Ireland. He works with individuals,
couples, families, schools, local communities
and the business community. He is the
Director of three National University of Ireland
courses which are run in University College
Cork and in an outreach centre in Dublin.
He is Co-Founder of The Irish Association
of Relationship Mentors and a Member of
Psychological Society of Ireland (PSI), IARM.

09h30 – 10h30

Breakaway Session #1

			
Group 1: Brad Adams and Phil Cummins in
				
Schönland Lecture Theatre
			
Group 2: Clive Eley in Drill Hall
10h30 – 11h00

Tea break at the Clock Tower
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11h00 – 12h00
Drill Hall:
Peter van Kets
					Grit

14h30 – 15h30
Drill Hall:
Bruce Whitfield
					The Upside of Down

Peter is a professional adventurer, highly
sought after international business inspirational
and keynote speaker. He has become globally
known as a specialist around business’ ability to
persevere in a dynamic and turbulent economy.
He has worked with major corporations across
Africa, Europe, the Middle East and the USA.

Bruce is a multi-platform award-winning
financial journalist whose creative and
engaging presentation makes money matters
accessible to a broad audience. He has been
named Sanlam Financial journalist of the Year
in 2014 and Sanlam Radio Financial Journalist
of the year in 2014 and 2015. He’s also been
crowned Citadel Words on Money Overall
Winner for personal finance writing; was named
Citi South Africa Financial Journalist of the Year
in 2009 and completed a course at New York’s
famed Columbia Journalism School as part
of that programme. Bruce has won numerous
other accolades for print, radio and television in
the Sanlam and Citadel awards over the past decade as well as multiple wins for
best financial broadcaster in the MTN Radio Awards.

He takes the lessons learned from his expeditions
and relates them to the business environment.
His expedition stories are of survival, courage,
perseverance, passion, loneliness, tenacity,
amazing team work and the will to win.
Peter’s presentations take people on powerful
life-altering journeys, changing the way they
think about themselves and their businesses.

12h00 – 13h00

Breakaway Session #2

Bruce graduated with a Bachelor of Journalism degree from Rhodes University
and has been practicing as a journalist for over two decades. One day he hopes
to turn it into a career. Bruce presents The Money Show on 702 and CapeTalk,
hosts Tonight with Bruce Whitfield on CNBC Africa and is a columnist and writer
for the Sunday Times Business Times. He is also a sought-after public speaker,
MC and conference facilitator.

			See schedule at the back of the programme

15h30 – 16h00

Tea break at the Clock Tower

13h00 – 14h30

16h00 – 17h00

Breakaway Session #3

Lunch at the Clock Tower

			Headmasters to meet in the Andrean Resource
			
Centre (ARC) hosted by Mr David Knowles
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Group 1: Clive Eley in Drill Hall
			
Group 2: Brad Adams and Phil Cummins in
				
Schönland Lecture Theatre
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18h30			
Pre-dinner entertainment at Centenary Hall
			performed by the SAC/DSG Jazz Ensemble
19h00			
Gala Dinner at Centenary Hall
			Guest Speaker:
Dr Phil Cummins
				
Managing Director, CIRCLE

Past Imperfect, Future Indefinite | Schoolboys and Leadership

Saturday 11 March:
07h30 – 08h00

Tea at the Clock Tower

08h00 – 09h00
Drill Hall:
Dr Nic Spaull
					21st century skills
					and socio emotional skills
Dr Nic Spaull is currently a Senior Research
Fellow at the Research on Socioeconomic
Policy (RESEP) group at Stellenbosch
University. He has recently returned from Paris
where he was a Thomas J Alexander Fellow at
the OECD, and before that a Visiting Scholar in
the Graduate School of Education at Stanford
University in the United States.
Nic has a PhD in economics and has published
numerous journal articles on education focusing
on assessment, accountability, literacy and
education policy in South Africa.
His current research focuses on exceptional township and rural schools in South
Africa as part of a ESRC/DFID grant for 2016/17/18. Nic has been involved in a
number of research projects for local and international organisations, including
the South African Presidency, the Department of Basic Education, UNICEF,
the EU, UNESCO and SACMEQ. The most recent of which was the “Binding
Constraints in Education” project for the South African Presidency and the EU.
He advises numerous NGO’s, policy-makers and grant-making bodies, and also
regularly updates his website (nicspaull.com) with new research and articles he
finds interesting.

Table wines kindly donated by
James Rawbone-Viljoen
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09h00 – 10h00
Drill Hall:
Dr Tony Humphreys
					Inspirational leadership
					in the Classroom

Breakaway Session

10h00 – 11h00

09h30 Building a Framework for Character Education in Schools for Boys
Presenter: Brad Adams | Venue: Schönland Lecture Theatre | 45 mins | Group 1

Rolling tea break at the Clock Tower

10h00 – 11h00
Breakaway Session #4
			See schedule at the back of the programme
11h00 – 12h00
Drill Hall:
Daniel Silke
					Tracking the Future:
					Global Trends 2025 and Beyond
Daniel Silke is an Independent Political Analyst,
Author and Keynote Speaker specializing in
South African and International politics. He
has a specialist interest in political parties and
elections and is a renowned Futurist lecturing
widely on issues surrounding global change,
volatility and the future of the world. He is
regarded within South Africa as one of that
country’s leading political commentators and
most passionate public speakers.
Mr Silke holds a Masters degree in South African and International Politics from
the University of Cape Town, South Africa. In 2011, Mr. Silke published his first
major book, Tracking the Future: Top Trends that will Shape South Africa and
the World. Mr. Silke has authored academic chapters and journal articles in
publications on South African politics and is regularly quoted in most of South
Africa’s major newspapers including Business Day, New Age, FinWeek and The
Times. His is also used by Bloomberg and AFP news agencies for commentaries.
Mr. Silke currently lectures widely on contemporary South African and Global
Issues.

12h00			

Closing

12h00 – 13h00
Light Finger lunch at the Clock Tower
			(for those who have booked)
12h10			
13h30			
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Breakaway Session #1 Friday 10 March 2017

Synopsis: Always central to the mission at boys’ schools, character education has
gained new urgency in recent years. Learning how to navigate change and complexity
with a strong moral compass, building character strengths such as perseverance and
grit, and understanding one’s self and purpose for others are fundamental for boys’
well-being as they make the journey to manhood. Character Education in Schools for
Boys will propose a research-based framework for schools to evaluate current practices,
processes, and programs in character education; sharpen strategy and planning for
character education; develop meaningful and authentic outcomes; create standards for
accountability, reporting, and professional learning; and communicate this focus and
consensus to the wider school community. In this session, the CIRCLE team will provide
a project update, and share with delegates preliminary observations on the critical factors
emerging from this research, and from additional work on character education with clients
around the world.

09h30 The Good Lad Initiative
Presenter: Clive Eley | Venue: Drill Hall | 45 mins | Group 2
Synopsis: The Good Lad Initiative (GLI) is a social enterprise that promotes positive
and responsible male behaviours in relation to gender-based violence and harassment.
This is achieved through unique discussion-based workshops with groups of men that
attempt to shift social norms by building positive cultures of awareness, openness,
responsiveness and leadership on relevant gender issues affecting them and their
societies. GLI was started at Oxford University in 2013 and has since delivered over
250 educational workshops to over 3000 participants in professional organisations,
universities and Schools across the UK, including Bournemouth AFC, Oxford, Said
Business School, Blavatnik School of Government, Exeter, LSE, York, Durham,
Oxford Brookes, Brunel, NTU, Cambridge, St Edwards School and Harrow School.
Clive Eley, an Old Andrean and founding Board Member of GLI, will lead an interactive
session explaining the philosophy and approach behind GLI workshops and pose the
question of how to better educate young men to be aware of and lead on critical gender
issues.”

Shuttle bus departs from St Andrew’s to PE Airport
Shuttle bus departs from St Andrew’s to PE Airport
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Breakaway Session

Breakaway Session

Breakaway Session #2 Friday 10 March 2017

12h00 Who Sits before you?
Presenter: Kevin Johnson | Venue: Drill Hall | 45 mins | All

12h00 The Hard Conversation
Presenter: Harry Dugmore | Venue: Schönland Lecture Theatre | 45 mins | All
Synopsis: Hard conversations: new perspectives on people management at work and
play. What do you need to know about a person to manage and motivate them, and get
them to bring their A-game to every encounter or work day? Prof Harry Dugmore from
Rhodes University shares insights from behavioral economics and recent work-place
studies that suggest better ways of finding and retaining exceptional performers, setting
clear expectations, and having the kind of ‘corrective conversations’ that produce win-win
outcomes.
12h00 Abolishing the culture of shame
Presenter: Bruce Collins | Venue: SC7 | 45 mins | All
Synopsis: Drawing from Brené Brown’s research on shame and vulnerability this session
will challenge the paradigm that is perpetuated in many of our boys’ schools that men
must not be perceived as weak. This journey starts with teachers. Bruce Collins will share
insight into Brown’s research on men and shame, and how St Alban’s College in Pretoria
is facing these issues head on in their Professional Development programme.
12h00 Mentorship - A con or a critical leadership skill?
Presenter: Callie Fields | Venue: SC14 | 45 mins | Senior
Synopsis: Mentorship – A Con’ or a Critical Leadership skill for the boys in your school?
St Stithian’s Boys’ College dissects their mentor/mentee relationships in their leadership
program. How do you coach senior boys in the art of Mentorship which is compassionate,
serving and unafraid? How do you explore joint vulnerability from both the senior and
junior boys as they try and build a meaningful relationship that should last long after they
leave school?
12h00 Boys and their sketchbooks
Presenter: Peter Hyslop | Venue: SC9 | 45 mins | Senior
Synopsis: We live in a post-modern world devoid of interiority, (Hofmeyr, 2013, p. 149),
and as educators we want our learners to be fully engaged with the world around them; to
examine, to reflect on complexity, to be aesthetically aware and to develop a rich interior
life. In my presentation I will argue that drawing has a central role to play in this. I will
conclude the presentation with a specific example of an innovative Visual Arts project
rooted in sourcebook/sketchbook work, and will provide the complete project, ready to
use in the classroom, to all participants in the breakaway session.
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Synopsis: Being a Life Coach for many years has provided me with a unique view into
what Students, Parents and Business Owners / Leaders see of themselves and how this
is played out into the lives of those who sit before them. Why is it relationships, business,
schools or students do not reach true potential? Interesting… Just imagine having the
keys to unlocking this true potential not only in you but also in those who sit before you!
12h00 Making Staff development meaningful
Presenter: Dawn Siso | Venue: SC10 | 30 mins | All
Synopsis: In 2016 SACS re-organised the school timetable to include a weekly staff
development session, thereby providing time to make staff development meaningful.
During this session, the staff development journey at SACS will be shared with colleagues.

Self-Regulation : Enhancing Response Inhibition
Presenter: Yvonne Lion-Cachet | Venue: SC10 | 15 mins | All
Synopsis: In adolescence, the most critical executive skill is response inhibition. How do
we understand the teen’s impulses in light of his specific brain development and how do
we build response inhibition in this crucial phase?

12h00 Is there room for my voice?
Presenter: Peter Wright | Venue: SC11 | 30 mins | All
Synopsis: We live in a very polarised society, with significant socio-political and racial
tensions emerging in 2016. These have, to some extent, infiltrated our schools. This
presentation is a short personal story from the prospective of a middle-aged, white, male
deputy headmaster.

Generation Z: The Impact on Education Today
Presenter: David Stansbury | Venue: SC11 | 15 mins | All
Synopsis: The children and teenagers that we teach today are the current generation,
referred to as Generation Z. My experience as a youth pastor has given me some deep
insights into this generation. I believe we need to develop a toolbox that enables us to
connect with this generation effectively.
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Breakaway Session

Breakaway Session

Breakaway Session #3 Friday 10 March 2017

Breakaway Session #4 Saturday 11 March 2017

16h00 Building a Framework for Character Education in Schools for Boys
Presenter: Brad Adams | Venue: Schönland Lecture Theatre | 45 mins | Group 2

10h00 Legacy
Presenter: Owen Skae | Venue: Drill Hall | 45 mins | All

Synopsis: Always central to the mission at boys’ schools, character education has gained
new urgency in recent years. Learning how to navigate change and complexity with a
strong moral compass, building character strengths such as perseverance and grit, and
understanding one’s self and purpose for others are fundamental for boys’ well-being as
they make the journey to manhood. Character Education in Schools for Boys will propose
a research-based framework for schools to evaluate current practices, processes, and
programs in character education; sharpen strategy and planning for character education;
develop meaningful and authentic outcomes; create standards for accountability,
reporting, and professional learning; and communicate this focus and consensus to the
wider school community. In this session, the CIRCLE team will provide a project update,
and share with delegates preliminary observations on the critical factors emerging from
this research, and from additional work on character education with clients around the
world.

Synopsis: Passionate about sport and the difference it can make in people’s lives, my
talk will be based on James Kerr’s book, “Legacy”, the story of the phenomenal success
of the All Blacks and how these universal lessons can be applied to all aspects of life.

16h00 The Good Lad Initiative
Presenter: Clive Eley | Venue: Drill Hall | 45 mins | Group 1
Synopsis: The Good Lad Initiative (GLI) is a social enterprise that promotes positive
and responsible male behaviours in relation to gender-based violence and harassment.
This is achieved through unique discussion-based workshops with groups of men that
attempt to shift social norms by building positive cultures of awareness, openness,
responsiveness and leadership on relevant gender issues affecting them and their
societies. GLI was started at Oxford University in 2013 and has since delivered over
250 educational workshops to over 3000 participants in professional organisations,
universities and Schools across the UK, including Bournemouth AFC, Oxford, Said
Business School, Blavatnik School of Government, Exeter, LSE, York, Durham,
Oxford Brookes, Brunel, NTU, Cambridge, St Edwards School and Harrow School.
Clive Eley, an Old Andrean and founding Board Member of GLI, will lead an interactive
session explaining the philosophy and approach behind GLI workshops and pose the
question of how to better educate young men to be aware of and lead on critical gender
issues.”
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10h00 Confronting Rape Culture
Presenter: Andrew Renard | Venue: SC14 | 45 mins | Senior
Synopsis: Rape Culture is an insidious part of society and boys’ schools are often accused
of fostering, or at the very least, ignoring this problem. This presentation looks at ways of
addressing this issue with both senior and junior boys. Andrew Renard conducted Action
Research for the IBSC in 2009 on how literature could be used to change boys’ attitudes
to rape and a summary of this research was included in Steve Biddulph’s new book
“The New Manhood”. Whatever we believe of our boys, they will be placed in situations,
both in school and after school, in which they can act decisively in potentially dangerous
situations and prevent acts of aggression against woman. We have a duty to inform our
boys of the consequences of their actions and their obligations to humanity.
10h00 Funded scholarships for underprivileged students
Presenter: Dale Jackson | Venue: Schönland Lecture Theatre | 45 mins | All
Synopsis: The Theo Jackson Scholarship Fund at Jeppe High School for Boys is one of
the largest single school scholarship funds in South Africa and has been in existence for
over 10 years. With over 50 boys per annum supported on the Scholarship at Jeppe, the
presentation will highlight the challenges faced in setting up, managing and growing the
scholarship fund and the advantages and disadvantages thereof.
10h00 Creating and developing a leadership curriculum
Presenter: Alan Redfern | Venue: SC10 | 45 mins | Senior
Synopsis: A workshop that explores the development of a leadership curriculum in a
boys’ school environment. St Andrew’s College, in partnership with the Rhodes Business
School, went through a leadership development programme that sought to identify key
values and structures by looking at various leadership theories and the practicalities of
life within a boarding school.
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Notes

10h00 Starting a science club
Presenter: Helen Mills | Venue: SC7 | 30 mins | All
Synopsis: Tips and tricks for starting a successful Science Club at your school. Practical
ideas of experiments that are safe for younger children but still have the ‘wow’ factor.
Integrating your activities with classroom themes and other areas of the curriculum.

Collaboration and the power of learning groups
Presenter: Veronica Ellis and Belinda Marais | Venue: SC7 | 15 mins | All
Synopsis: A report back on our journey and the Action Research that we undertook
during 2016/2017.

10h00 The Juggling Act
Presenter: Barry Andrew | Venue: SC9 | 30 mins | All
Synopsis: My presentation will be based on my experiences as a young male prep
school teacher. I will offer advice and my thoughts on how to juggle the many roles that
we as young men perform in schools. Through light-hearted anecdotes and some serious
questions, I hope to show my audience how valuable they are in the development of fine
young men.

Mentorship in a boarding house context
Presenter: Craig Cuyler | Venue: SC9 | 15 mins | All
Synopsis: Developing a culture of servant leadership and care for others in a boarding
school context is a tough ask. In this short presentation I shall speak about my attempt to
create an atmosphere of care and nurture within a boys’ boarding house at St Andrew’s
College.
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Thanks
As with any conference, there are numerous people who need to be thanked for
their contribution towards the organisation of this conference.
SAC IBSC Conference Team
SAC Finance Department
SAC Foundation Department
SAC Grounds & Maintenance
Department
SAC Marketing Department
SAC Travel & Transport Department
SAC/DSG Jazz Ensemble
American Express
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Alison Terry/Nancy-Anne Richards/
Felicity Elliott - Flowers
Capitol Caterers
Elgin Vinters
Naartjie and Cheryl Moss
Red Alert Cleaning Company
The IBSC
The Rat & Parrot
The Highlander
Vasity College
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Your passport
to a world of

unforgettable

experience.

The American Express® Platinum Card offers you exclusive
benefits to experience the world like never before.
Travel privileges

Car privileges

• Discounted offers on various leading international airlines.

• Complimentary Hertz Gold Plus Rewards® membership.

• Complimentary access to Bidvest Premier Club airport

• Exlusive benefits for Avis President’s Club members.

lounges in South Africa.
• Complimentary access to over 1 000 Priority Pass™
lounges worldwide.
• Complimentary access to all American Express lounges
located across the USA, Mexico, Australia, Argentina
and India.

Hotel, Resort and Lifestyle privileges

Rewards
Automatic membership to the Membership Rewards™
Programme – a distinguished rewards programme
exclusively designed for American Express Cardmembers,
presenting a world of adventures, dreams and special
moments.

• Hilton Honors™ Gold tier status, offers you a world of
privileges and benefits at more than 4 800 Hotels and
resorts in over 100 countries.
• Complimentary membership to the elite Preferred
Golf programme, which boasts over 70 world-renowned
golf resorts.
• Exclusive benefits with Golden Circle Jade membership
at Shangri-La hotels and resorts.
• Significant benefits with Club Carlson Silver Elite status.

To apply for your Card call 0800 004 244
or visit americanexpress.co.za/platinum
American Express® is a registered trademark of American Express®. American Express Cards is operated under licence in South Africa
by Nedbank Ltd Reg No 1951/000009/06, an authorised financial services and registered credit provider (NCRCP16).
2613_a5_gask

